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E VOICE
Intruder chased by
Marshall residents
by Isabel Thompson
The College voke
On Monday. November 16, a man was chased
out of Marshall dormitory by some students after
looking into a student's stall in a third floor
bathroom.
Astrid Froidure, '91, was in the third floor
bathroom when she noticed a man looking under a
toilet stall. As she began to question the man, the
man ran out of the bathroom, pulling his coat over
his head to avoid identification. Froidure then
chased him down the hall, and as he was reaching
the stairs, Froidure grabbed the back of the man's
coat. He turned, lost balance, and fell down the
stairs.
Several students were in the Marshall living
room and heard Froidure shouting and the man
falling down the stairs. Several of the students at-
tempted to catch the man, but he was able to
escape through a basement exit. The man was
observed a few minutes later driving away in a
white car.
Shelley Brown, '88, house president of Mar-
shall, first called Campus Safety when she heard
Froidure shouting, and later called again to tell
them the man was in a white car.
Wheo Brown called Campus Safety, she asked
them to block the main exit to stop him from
escaping. As it was late in the evening, the other
exits would already be closed with chains. Brown
said, "There is some evidence that he got out
through a South Campus exit. The chain was
broken and a stop sign was out." Charles
Richards, Jr., director of campus safety, confirm-
ed that this means of escape was only suspected
since "nobody saw him do it." Richards also said
that, according to the report, the main gate was
secured when Brown called. "No one could have
gone out without being stopped," he said.
Larry Block, '91, one of the students involved in
the chase suspected that the man had been on cam-
pus before. "1 think he knew where he was going.
He was awfully quick; he didn't hesitate," Block
said. However, Richards said that Campus Safety
did not have any other reports ':)0 this man that
Froidure described. See intruder, page 8
by Alexandra Stoddard
SeniorlEditorial Page Editor
,
Make We Joy held in Chapel. .
Students, faculty, and members of the New London community participated in the Christmas musical program,
Make We Joy, in Connecticut College's Harkness Chapel Sunday afternoon and evening.
Seventy to eighty percent of the College's blue
collar workers support a union. However, the
administration still feels it unnecessary.
Union organizers
attempt to clear
first hurdle in
unionization
by Thorn Pozen
gdjtor-ln-Chfef
As part of the first step to be-
ing officially recognized as a
federally sanctioned bargaining
unit, the union organizers at
Connecticut College expect back
today the remaining cards of in-
tent that they started to hand out
to workers at the College last
week.
As of two days ago, the
organizers, led by co-presidents
Bob Ploof and Linda Cotugno,
both of the College's Facilities
Operation Department, say that
they have between 70-80 per
cent of the 175 blue collar
workers signing the cards,
signaling their approval of the
union.
The union organizers need on-
ly 30 per cent approval to sup-
port the petition that will go
before the Federal Labor Rela-
tions Board (F.L.R.B.). If the
petition is accepted by the
F.L.R.B., then the organization
at Conn. will be recognized as
the official bargaining unit in all
labor disputes between non-
academic staff and administra-
tion.
The President of the College.
Oakes Ames, agreeing with a
letter sent out by the College's
Treasurer, Richard Eaton, on
October 30, said last week that
he sees no need for a union at
Conn. Ames said, "There is no
other way {to alleviate problems
between the workers and the ad-
ministration] as effectively as
the policy the administration is
now taking, " which includes the
recent formation of a grievance
committee made up of elected
representatives of the Facilities
Operation Department as well as
administration meetings with the
workers aimed at improving
communication.
Ames feels that a union would
intervene i.nthat 'communi.ca\\on
process. He said that for the
College, "the more direct the
communication [between the ad-
ministration and the workers],
the better. "
Ploof, speaking for the union
organizers, said that "the ad-
ministration is only promising
now what they've taken away in
the past." He said that Conn.
needs a union, and he feels that a
union will be a reality soon.
See Union, p e 9
j
_uban dissident, Armando Valladares, spoke Friday night.
Valladares denounces
all dictatorships
Armando Valladares, U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Commission on Human Rights
Designate, and a political prisoner in Cuba for
twenty-two years, spoke through an interpreter on
Friday night at Connecticut College in Dana Hall.
"It is impossible for a human being to realize
himself within a dictatorship," said Valladares
who was imprisoned in Cuba for cr iticizmg
Castro's government.
"There are a lot of people that justify Castro's
crimes by arguing that Castro has filled Cuba with
hospitals and schools, but then we would justify
crimes committed by Hitler, Somoza, and
Pinochet, because they have built hospitals and
schools, because all dictatorships end liberty,"
said Valladares.
Valladares said that religious liberty does not
exist in Cuba. "I have seen Lutheran churches that
have been made into warehouses for fertil izer. "
See Valladares, page 9
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Lack of respect for u.S. President criticized
To the Editor:
After reading Thorn Pozen's
article ["A.N.C.'s Kgositsile
gives lecture at Conn.," Nov.
24] on Keorapetse Kgositsiles,
the African National Congress
member who spoke on Nov. 19
about "culture and resistance,"
I cannot help but share my im-
pressions of Mr. Kgositsiles'
remarks.
To begin with, I went to the
speech with an open mind. I
considered it a unique oppor-
tunity to hear first -hand about
the African National Congress
and the strategy they are current-
ly pursuing to liberate the op-
pressed black majority in South
Africa. Who better to hear it
from than a prominent member
of the A,N.C., I thought.
Most of Mr. Kgositsiles'
speech was informative. He
spoke about the importance of
culture in waging a revolution,
and he shared some of his poetry
with us. I think everyone in the
audience sensed the power in his
words as he described the op-
pression and fear he experienced
while living in South Africa. We
all were eager to hear. We
listened intentively.
In my opinion, however, Mr.
Kgositsilesrnade several unjust
statements, and one in particular
still stands out in my mind.
Responding to a question from
the audience, Mr. Kgositsiles
asserted that the Reagan Ad-
ministration and the U.S.
Government was •'uncivilized
and barbaric." To make matters
worse, the audience of Conn.
College students erupted in ap-
plause and cheers. Now I realize
that it has become fashionable to
criticize and make fun of our
President; it seems to be that
wayan most college campuses.
While I by no means believe the
Reagan Administration is
beyond criticism, clearly they
are not, I question the audience's
reaction to Mr. Kgositsiles'
assertions. Whether some of us
like it or not, President Reagan
won 49 states in the last election.
To suggest that the citizens of
this nation elected a man who is
"barbaric and uncivilized" is an
insult to every American. We all
should be offended, whether we
agree with the President's
policies or not.
The questions regarding U.S.
policy to South Africa are dif-
ficult, but ones that must be
resolved soon, so as to prevent a
bloodbath in that region. I fail to
see, however, how bashing our
President will further the cause
for liberation of the black ma-
jority.
Sincerely,
Tad Preston, '91
To the Editor:
The admissions office does
know of Emily Abbey's ex-
istence and we love it! Patti
Wade's article in The Voice
[" ABBEY: The Truth behind
the co-op," Nov. 17] suggests
that we, as a staff in the admis-
sions office, ignore our only co-
op residence when directing
campus tours.
Not so; when we hold group
information sessions in Shain
Library, we always include Ab-
bey as one of the twenty
residences on campus - and our
only co-op dorm.
Since tour guides, like most of
us, are faced with time restric-
tions when conducting campus
tours, they rarely escort visitors
all the way down to the athletic
center, the Dayton Arena, Unity
House or to Abbey. But when
they arrive about midwayan the
overpass pedestrian bridge, the
east side of the campus is
pointed out. .
From my personal experience
with Abbey students, I cannot
say enough in their praise.
Theirs is a close-knit group with
a grounded experience in real
community living. All
household tasks are shared as
well as friendship.
All residences on campus are
important but since Abbey offers
a different mode of living from
the other 19 dorms, it should be
always singled out to visitors.
Why? Because it is a visible ex-
ample that Connecticut College
can support differences.
Yours faithfully,
Frances Kercher (R '72)
Assistant Director of Admissions
Clarification
In the "S.G.A. Brief' (November 24, page 5) the closing time of the Campus Bar should have read
12:00 A.M. There was, however, a discussion at the 11/19 S.G.A. meeting raised to move the bar's closmg
time to 12:30 A.M. The Cro Snack Shop (Oasis) closes at 12:30 A.M.
. DOD 0 0
Please bnng all errors to the attention of the copy editor, Stuart Hallagan Box 1351, Connecticut Col-
lege, New London, CT 06320. . '
!"'"r.;;...._.. -- -- --
Praise for S. African Scholarship article
To the Editor:
I am writing in regards to the
article on the South African
Scholarship student [" S.
African Scholarship student
grateful for opportunity to attend
college," Nov. 10] by Elizabeth
Grenier. At a recent meeting of
the New England Board of
Higher Education, I had the op-
portunity to hear Dr. Stuart
Saunders, Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Cape Town,
speak about the worsening situa-
tion in South Africa. He said that
VeT receives 75 per cent of its
budget from the government,
but the conditions for continued
funding have become increas-
ingly more restrictive. To
paraphrase. each university is
expected to act against any staff
member, faculty, or student who
acts or is thought by the minister
to have acted, either on or off-
campus, against another univer-
sity member. or who engages in
or actively supports any form of
protest, illegal action, or
boycott. (For more detailed in-
formation, see The Chronicle of
Higher Education, September 9,
1987.) Dr. Saunders said that
none of the universities that we
support enforce these regula-
tions, and they are fighting them
"tooth and nail." They refuse to
become the government's
policemen.
On behalf of all recipient
universities, Dr. Saunders ex-
pressed his gratitude to the 39
New England campuses who are
now supporting a total of 44
scholarships. In particular, he
thanked the students who in-
spired faculty, staff, and trustees
to give their support.
Louise S. Brown
Dean of Freshmen
Voice criticized for its front page
coverage of Coke and Pepsi issue
To the Editor:
Once again The College Voice
fails to discern between impor-
tant news and pure idiocy. How
dare a college paper use a debate
over Coke and Pepsi as its
headline [sic]. First of all, the
two sodas contain the same in-
gredients, and differ only in the
amount of sugar and degree of
carbonation. The whole debate
and poll was a waste of time-
Pepsi is cheaper for Conn., so
get it! Secondly, The Voice
chose to ignore the issue of
what's happening in the process
of finding a new president for
the college. I suppose The Voice
is more interested in whether the
new president drinks Coke or
Pepsi ...
Richard Zeitlin. 1991
[Editor's note: The College
Voice does not make the news, it
only reports it. Perhaps the
newsmakers should be ad-
monished for their inability to
discern between what is "impor-
tant" and what constitutes
"idiocy ." Finally, the previous
week's lead story was on the
"process offinding a new presi-
dent for the college. "J
This will be the last issue of the semester.
The next issue will be published February 3, 1988.
To the Editor:
On Saturday the 21st of
November, Harkness dormitory
held a private dorm party. The
theme of the function was entitl-
ed "Mary Harkness Funeral
Party." A few members of the
college community have notified
me and expressed their dissent
about the theme. They believed
that the theme was "offensive"
and "disrespectful. " These
students were particularly
disturbed by the content of the
advertisements.
The theme of this party was
not chosen to belittle Mary
Harkness or to intentionally of-
fend anyone. If any other
members of the college com-
munity were upset, I apologize.
Sincerely,
Pamela G. Little
Harkness House President
DINO'S PIZZA
Family Pizza Restaurant
203 Jefferson Avenue
New London. CT 443-3231
*Free Delivery*
Free Soda Tuesdays
Grinders. Pasta. Salads
7 Days 11 a m > 1 am.r---------------------·
I DINO'S PIZZA 75' Oft Medium Pizza \
I COUPON suo Oft Large PluB \L ·
Buyaprinterwithyour Macin10sh and conserve paper
ofpaper )Ilull save~ have a lovelygreen glowwith with a variety of financing options.We feel compelled to
Presidents on itSo here's the deal: You'llsave abundle tell )IlU,though, that a deal like this can't last forever~ So
ofcash when )IlUpurchase an lmageWriter IIprinter it's a good idea to see )Ilur campus microcomputer cen-
along with )Ilur choice of a Macintosh Plus or a ter today And join the paper conservation movement
MacintoohSE.EitherwaY)llu1J be able to rum out beau- ••
tifully prepared papers. Andwe'll even try to hebjou The p<J'MT tobeynr bese
AMacintoohNpersonal computer and an
;~~iini""'iC'iPiTiRi'. lmageWriterNII printerwill save you hours oftime. Not to mention
~., lml'= gallons ofcorrection fluid and
reams of paper. And, if you buy both now, the first ream
\
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Changes for Cro Student Center Suggested
The pool table is actually in of things needed. The old rug on
byKevin O'Brien fair condition, but in need of a the floor should be replaced with
A student center is a vital part little leveling. However, the the padding nonnally used in .
of a college. It is a place where cheap plastic cues, most of weight rooms.
students go to relax and take a which have broken, should be . If the ?utdoor tennis ~ourts
break from their studies. Student replaced by real wooden ones. right behind Cro were lighted
centers can tell a lot about a Perhaps an additional pool for night use, then students
school and its attitude towards table could be added to allow could enjoy them at all hours of
providing a place as well as the more students. to play the. game the day. Although this would be
means for students to enjoy rather than walt a long while for expensive, the amount of use
themselves. others to finish. As one who they would receive over the
If a school is truly concerned plays pool often, I am familiar years would be well worth it.
about its students, as it should with the need for another table. The number of arcade games
be, then it should provide them Furthermore, the lighting for at Cro should be increased.
with the proper materials to have those students playing ping-pong Perhaps a larger area could be
fun so that they can relieve some or pool is deficient. The meager found for an actual arcade with a
of the pressures felt from their amount of light provided does wider variety of games, in-
academic courses. not only make it difficult to play, eluding pinball, and air-hockey
The Crozier-WiI1iams Student but is unhealthy for the eyes of in addition to the video games.
Center here at Conn. needs to be the participants. Some fluores- If these changes were made to
improved. The facility is lacking cent light fixtures would take Cro, it would be a student center
\n some resoects , care of this problem. that Conn. could not only enjoy,
For instance, the pool and The weight room at Cro also but one that Conn. could be
ping-pong tables, as well as the needs some updating and proud of.
paddles, are battered beyond renovating. Newer benches,
reasonable use. The school with a better fit and stability,
should invest in two new ping- along with more weights for the
pong tables and ne~ paddles. popular activity are just a couple
Kevin 0 'Brien is a regular
Voice columnist.
by Chris Fallows
To go along with the proposed
3:2 course load for professors, I
have another proposition: a 4:3
course load for seniors.
If professors want to have a
lighter teaching load so they can
pursue other academic interests,
that's fine. Why not extend the
same consideration to us seniors
who are also pursu-
ing .. interests"--
namely, organizing
our resumes so we
can have something
to show to possible
employers; having
job interviews; tak-
ing graduate school
tests; and holding
down a campus job
and/or special in-
terests so we-«
have something to put on the
resumes that we're organizing
so carefully.
With this proposition the
senior could choose to take four
courses one semester and three
the other; the semester chosen
would depend on which one was
the busiest. For instance, Sally
Senior might find that she has to
take G.R.E.'s (Graduate Record
Examinations, for all of the
blissfully unaware), compile her
resume, and have some inter-
views first semester. Under my
proposition she would be able to
take three courses first semester.
These would have credits
equivalent to four courses. She
could then take a full course load
second semester.
Lest anyone argue that seniors
have to learn how to manage
their time just like people in the
"real world," I have a reply
ready. This is not the "real
world," as I am constantly
reminded, and in Some ways
time may be more difficult to
manage here (although I can't
say for certain because I've
never been in the "real world").
In the first place, I am so sick of
hearing how "com-
fortable" college
life is and how dif-
ficult life on "the
outside" is.
What makes
everyone think col-
lege is so easy? In
the first place there
is the constant
pressure of papers,
exams, and readings
that students live
with 24 hours a day (yes, even
when you're sleeping). As
students, we 'are also dealing
with subject matter that is
challenging in a way that no
work done in the "real world"
will ever be. Hey, our brains get
a real work-out, okay?
Seniors have so many respon-
sibilities to handle that some
means should be implemented to
bring their workload in line with
the rest of the student body.
Senior year should be a time
when you can kick back and
relax a little and enjoy the fruits
of your labour.
Chris Fallows, a regular
Voice columnist I will graduate
in December.
"Drink is Drink, Drunk is Drunk"
scotch, I like gin and tonics, 1
have fun playing mexicali, I had
a beer last Wednesday morning.
IT'S NOT A BIG DEAL;" in
many ways, it's not. I do not
think alcohol is an evil vice that
should be swept from this school
and all of society. I drink, I
drink scotch, I drink vodka, I
play quarters sometimes. .
The problem is in ignormg
alcohol, making it a game,
separating more and more the
effects from the act itself, think-
ing that within arbitrarily a~-
cepted standards, drinking IS
okay, outside it is harmful. In a
month I'll be home watching my
alcoholic aunts, uncles and
cousins getting too drunk. on
scotch and bourbon dUTlng
Christmas. On the Twilight
Zone Cruise two months ago I
.watched a few hundred people
get drunk on tasteless vodka and
gin. Drink is drink, drunk IS
drunk.
by Eric Sames
About two months ago, a few
hundred people and I were on
the Thames River in a
ferry/cruise boat taking part in
the Twilight Zone Cruise. At
one point Iasked the bartender if
there were any scotch. He shook
his head and laughed. I drank
more vodka.
I hadn't thought there was
much of a chance that he would
say yes. Last year a friend of
mine was walking to his room
carrying a bottle of bourbon.
•'You must be planning to get
really f---ed up."
This is a vodka and gin
school, tequila and maybe rum
occasionally. I am referring not
so much to individuals but to
dorm and campus parties
(though there is often no dif-
ference). It seems that the big-
gest reason for serving vodka
and gin is that it is fairly easy to
kill their alcoholic taste. "Try
this, you can't even taste the
alcohol." Fine, don't taste it.
The problem is an attitude that
comes out of not tasting the
alcohol: if you cannot taste it, it
is not there.
In a sense there is a similar at-
titude toward beer. Drinking
games, quarters and so on, are a
way to drink a lot and to drink it
quickly. Drinking itself becomes
a game, a game in which it is
difficult to tell how much one
drinks as the basic control of
when to drink slips to another
person.
A few weeks back, two
friends and I sat in era eating
and drinking a beer. "Starting
early, huh?" said another
friend. It was 1:30 in the after-
noon. There are many people at
this school who will drink heavi-
ly at night at a party but think
that a random beer during the
day is odd and improper. They
have set guidelines as to when
and where it is okay to drink and
it is only within those
parameters that it is okay to
drink.
The cry goes out, "I don't like
Eric Barnes writes regularly
for the College Voice.
c
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Focus: Date Rape Examined
"One of the most under-reported of the violent crimes."
--------
Date rape is a crime that is not
unknown to the Connecticut
College campus. It happens on
this campus more often than
people may want to believe, or
may even realize. The main pro-
blem with examining date rape,
often, is that neither the victim
nor the culprit realizes that an
actual rape has occurred.
In America. nearly Doe
million women are raped each
year and 85 per cent of these
~apes are date rapes. Date rape
IS also known as "acquaintance
rape," "cocktail rape," or
"social rape." It is when the
victim knows the assailant, wh~
can be his or her spouse, his or
her boy/girlfriend or someone
he or she met at a party or bar.
Rape is what happens when sex
is forced, usually violently, on a
person.
On November 18, in the Ernst
Commons Room, Susan Heiken
of the New London Women's
Center, gave a workshop on the
issue of date rape. The Women's
Center deals regularly with
crisis intervention for the vic-
tims of sexual assault or
domestic violence, as well as
providing support groups for.
and educational services about, per cent encounter some kind of
all issues affecting women. sexual assault after this date.
The people who attended this Victims of acquaintance rape
workshop were given a great spoke in the film about their ex-
deal of information about what is periences and their beliefs about
regarded as one of the most why rape happens. One victim
under-reported of the violent said, "It is men who rape and it
crimes. According to the film is men who can stop it:" This at-
that was shown, called Someone titude was also expressed by
Committeeof the Week---'
Board of Advisory
Chairmen
by Amanda Hathaway
Features Editor
& Patti Wade
The College Voice
The
by William Nelson
__ Associate Features Editor
The Board of Advisory
Chairmen Committee is back in
service following a latency
period of over ten years. The
committee was resurrected to
address the 3:2 course plan
issue, according to Will Meyer,
chairman.
The committee was originally
formed within the S.G.A.
charter "to address concerns
common to all advisory commit-
tees." According to the charter,
the committee was formed
because "the academic concerns
of the students for too long have
not been addressed, primarily
because there has been no con-
certed effort to alleviate these
;'1roblems."
Said Meyer, "Basically,
B.A.C. is around to help deci-
sions of an academic nature, like
the 3:2 plan, academic time slots
for courses, and the course
catalog. "
Described by Meyer as "an
integral part of the S.G.A.
system," B.A.C. is one of the
few committees mandated by the
The New London's Women's Center.
You Know, students between the Heiken, who said, "It is men
ages of 15 and 19 are jhe most who can change beliefs."
vulnerable group. Statistics Date rape is reported as being
show that 15 per cent of women a result of a number of elements
a:e raped after their fourteenth in society. One of these is the
birthdays, and an additional 12 "sex role stereotypes." Society
has perpetuated through the ages
the beliefs that men should be
aggressive, while women are
submissive and passive. Susan
Beren, '88, a member of the Ex-
ecutive Board of Action for Sex-
ual Equality group, said, "Rape
and the ideology of power is
very ingrained in society. Rape
is a part of this power. "
More reasons behind the oc-
currence of date rape are rooted
in poor communications: the two
people involved either do not
make their sexual intentions and
limits clear, or the assailant
S.G.A. charter.
"We're also looking into
reassessing the guidelines of
how advisory boards work.
Since B.A.C. has not been con-
vened for awhile, advisory
boards have grown to be treated
differently. We feel there's a
large degree of work we could
do in how the advisory boards
work," said Meyer.
"A sub-eommittee has been
established to investigate this,"
he said.
"We hope that B.A.C. will be
able to continuously address
academic issues in the future.
Hopefully the committee will
meet each and every year, which
is important. Past issues like
faculty tenure that weren't ad-
dressed by B.A.C. should have
been. It was set up to examine
issues like this, so we should use
it," added Meyer.
Meyer's tenure as chairman
expires at the end of this
academic year. Other members
of the committee, called com-
missioners, include Jen Meyers,
'88, Karen Muir, '88, Constan-
tine Zepos, '89, and Laurie
Hall, '88.
misinterprets verbal and nonver-
bal communications.
Many myths have developed
over the issue of rape. People
may believe that it must be the
victim's fault by what he or she
wears or how he or she acts. As
Heiken expressed in the
workshop, a woman "has the
right to wear what she wants."
Also, people may believe that
rapists are crazy or sexually
deprived. This is also proven not
to be the case. "The vast majori-
ty of rapists are involved in sex-
ually active relationships when
they rape," said Heiken.
A further myth about date
rape is that it is only a woman's
problem. Not only does it also
happen to some men, but date
rape is a crime which is
perpetrated usually by men. At
the workshop, only eight or ten
men were present. As Melinda
Polk, '90, said, "I wish more
guys had come to this."
Spotting a would-be rapist is
difficult, and many victims go
through much emotional pain
after the rape due to the fact that
they "chose this man" and start
to question their ability to judge
people. As Heiken said,
"Follow your gut instincts."
Often, the dangerous men can be
noticed by characteristics such
as hostility towards women in
their behavior. Also, evidence
of unrealistic views about
women are tell-tale signs of a
possib\e rapist. One dostor in-
terviewed in the film expressed
this by saying. "Sexual success
is not scoring; that is an adoles-
cent mentality ."
A pamphlet published by the
Women's Center about date rape
says, "Often the offender begins
by invading his/her victim's
space ... such as interrupting, un-
wanted touching, a kind of look,
conversation about things you
don't want to discuss because
McCarter's
they are too personal, etc." As
Angela Burns, also a member of
the A.S.E. executive board,
said, "If you think something is
wrong, it probably is. If you're
uncomfortable, remove yourself
from it. " However, it is also im-
portant not to make yourself
more vulnerable to an attack by
isolating yourself, for example
by walking home alone.
Assertiveness is another
technique which can help you to
avoid being raped. Rapists
generally select non-assertive
women. "It is not through a ran-
dom selection," said Heiken.
One of the date rape pamphlets
says, "Look, act and sound con-
fident if confronted. Offenders
want vulnerable victims."
Other important male attitudes
which often result in the oc-
currence of the rape are the
beliefs that a man has the right to
sex with a woman if he paid for a
meal or an evening out, or if she
originally agreed to it but then
changed her mind, or if the man
has had sex with the woman
before. Also, some men believe
that women really enjoy being
forced to have sex. These are at-
titudes which can cause a lot of
problems, and, as Beren said,
"It's a society problem."
The problem with rape is that
it is a crime which is still very
difficult to prosecute.
Therefore. it is very important
that \~:ere is as roue" pb.)'siea\
evidence as possible. The
Women's Center advises that the
victim doesn't touch anything
and instead that she goes im-
mediately to a hospital.
At the workshop. some
students expressed that they
knew that date rape does
regularly occur at Connecticut
College. Heiken agreed to this,
saying that the Women's Center
does have cases from here ..
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John Nesoen, '90 euphoric; it's a fantastic
feeling!" He plans to continue
performing here and is now in
the process of mixing a demo
tape of his originals. "There's
nothing more I want to do than
play my own music," he said.
Nesbett learned to play guitar
mid-way through high school
from watching his brother play.
"He never really taught me, but
he definitely influenced me a lot
because he's a really good
guitarist." After playing for a
month, and still before he had
his own guitar, Nesbett wrote
his first song. "1 was listening to
the radio. It was Brian Adam's
song. 1thought, 'My God, this is
so simple! This guy is top five
and this is so simple--I can write
a song!.:" He turned off the
radio, picked up his brother's
guitar, and "wrote this song [Ice
Cream Cones] in a matter of 15
minutes--15 minutes!" he said
incredulously.
Still amazed by how quickly
he wrote that song, Nesbett
thought, "This is absolutely
ridiculous!" That first song was
only one of many, but it still
amuses Nesbett. "It's funny;
that song is so simple, it's so
basic, but people actually get in-
see Nesbett page 8
John Nesbett: "
Emerging
as Conn. 's
Newest
Performer
"Maybe there is no ideal
place where everybody
does really let their feel-
ings go. but I find that a lot
of people really feel
restricted ."
by Jackie Whiting
A & E Editor
"I'm not really a shy person,
but I was, just out of intimida-
tion," said John Nesben, <90, to
explain why he did not begin
performing on campus until this
year. "I played behind closed
doors all last year. 1 barely
wrote anything last year because
I had roommates and you can't
write songs when you're sur-
rounded by people--you've got
to be alone. "
In addition to observing that
the standards for college per-
formers were higher than when
he was in high school, Nesbett
said, "I didn't want to establish
myse\f right off as: 'Oh, there's
John. He's the musician. He's
the guy who writes songs' ... but
I think this year I'm ready to
playa lot more." Nesbett's first
performance at Conn. was dur-
ing the Fall Festival in October.
He performed a second time at a
coffee house in K. B. in
November, after which he said
that many people were surprised
to discover his talent. "Maybe
there's a little shock factor that's
to my advantage," he laughed.
"There's nothing like the feel-
ing of getting up on stage and
playing your own stuff that
you've written and that you're
singing and feeling good about
and people like it. It's ...
'.
Beyond The Horizon
proves disappointing
by Austin Wrubel
Associate A & E Editor
Review: Eugene 0 'Neill's
Beyond the Horizon, performed
at Connecticut College Nov. 19,
20 and 21.
In the continuing celebration
of the Eugene O'Neill Centen-
nial, the Department of Theater,
and Theater One, at Connecticut
College presented Beyond the
Horizon in Palmer Auditorium
on November 19, 20 and 21.
O'Neill's drama depicts the rela-
tionship between two brothers,
one of whom goes off to suc-
cessfully find his fortune. The
other brother remains behind to
ruin his family's farm, marry
haplessly, and eventually die.
Director Richard L. Scott
created at times a listless and
unemotional drama, that during
certain intervals seemed un-
focused in dramatic conviction.
This unemotional tendency
seemed no more apparent than at
the play's conclusion with the
actors seemingly confused as to
how they were to carry out the
scene. At other times the drama
seemed to come alive and
become quite gripping, par-
ticularly the controntation be-
tween the characters Robert
Mayo (performed by Bruce
Marchand) and his wife, Ruth
Atkins (performed by Stephanie
Zadravec). The woman's denun-
ciation of loving her husband
and his horrible desperation at
such information managed to
bring the drama alive. If only the
evening had· more of such
moments.
Stephanie Zadravec in the role
of Ruth Atkins started off with a
somewhat one-dimensional
characterization. But as the
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evening progressed, Zadravec
was able to breathe fire into her
role, clearly enacting her
character's defeat and hopeless
state by the play's conclusion.
Also of asset were the roles of
the two brothers as performed
by Tom Lenoci and Bruce Mar-
chand. Tom Lenoci as the
brother who goes abroad to gain
his success ably handled his
role, delving deeply into his
character's emotional content.
Moreover l Lenoc i ably
transformed his character from a
country bumpkin of Act I to a
worldly, sophisticated
gentleman by the play's conclu-
sion. Bruce Marchand expertly
conveyed his character's loss of
idealism through impressive act-
ing technique. His demise at the
drama's end was played with
moving precision.
In the· smaIler role of Mrs.
Atkins, Karen Church's portayal
had just the right mix of sharp
biting bitterness that this role re-
quires. In the minor role of Ben,
a farm hand, Ethan Alsruhe
created an amazingly dimen-
sional portrayal of a character
who is on stage for barely five
minutes.
The set, designed by Bob
Phillips, was a major asset to the
evening's drama. The set in-
geniously became increasingly
more barren and gloomy as the
characters fell more and more
into a destitute state. Geoff
Wagg's lighting also helped to
convey the setting's transforma-
tions in a highly subtle manner.
While possibilities abounded
for what could have been a
thrilling evening of theater at
Conn. CoIlege, Beyond the
Horizon never quite reached its
potential.
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New performance techniques tributed to the intensity of the together, then apart, struggling i
were abundant in this concert. dancing. Also, the particular to find the balance which they ~
Among these were costume, shades used seemed to con- could maintain. "Ballistics" us- ~
lighting, and the use of props. tribute to the meaning of each ed colored rubber balls which i
The costumes were appropriate piece. The use of red filters in added another dimension to the
in each piece and were both "Of Things That Grow" seem- piece. The dancers' interactions ~
creative and colorful, which 00- ed to represent sunlight in a with the rubber balls were t3
ded to the overall quality of the dream-like fashion, while in creative and exciting to watch. ~
concert. In "Cut-outs," the "Crossings" it gave one the "Latest Moves" was a
by Stephanie Hamed
The College Voice
Review: "Latest Moves,"
Palmer Auditorium.
On December 3,4, and 5 at
8:00 P.M., "Latest Moves,"
the choreographer's showcase of
dance, was performed in Palmer
Auditorium. It was sponsored by
the Connecticut College Dance
Department and was
choreographed and performed
by dance majors. "Latest
Moves" is the culmination of
four years of work for the dance
major at the College, and it was
obvious that a great deal of ef-
fort and hard work by the
dancers contributed to its suc-
cess.
This concert had been eagerly
awaitedby both patrons of dance
and dancers, and anyone who at-
tended would not have
disappointed. The pieces were
interesting and original, each
one presented a slightly different E
aspect of dance. The appeal of <il
the show to the audience was a s;:-gresult of its diversity. ~
The styles ranged from .~
classical ballet movements to ~
modern dance movements to a g
bit of jazz. There was one piece a
which drew its power from the ~
sharpness of its moves; "Break
Even" was a duet to drum and
piano music which was very suc-
cessful in its angular
movements.
The performance quality was
clean and clear; the dancers suc-
cessfully worked with straight
lines. In another piece,
"Keyhole," the dancers
energetically performed some
acrobatics to further the diversi-
.'Latest Moves"
three dancers each wore a
brightly colored leotard of a dif-
ferent color: red, green, or blue.
This gave the effect of
separating the dancers with col-
or while it unified them with the
lines of the costume.
The lighting for "Latest
Moves" was creative and im-
aginative as well. The changing
sense of hot sunlight scorching
the dancers.
Props were a significant part
of several of the piece, including
"Leverage" and "Ballistics."
"Leverage" used a structure
similar to a see-saw to represent
the delicate balance in the rela-
tionship between a man and a
woman. This idea became ob-
wonderful concert. The diversi-
ty of the styles io this concert
successfully maintained the in-
terest of the audience at a high
level. The dance presented in
this concert. both the
choreography and the perfor-
mance, reinforces the excellent
reputation of Connecticut Col-
lege's Dance Department.
Bill Perrin Deejays with New Wave Music
by Austin Wrubel
Associate A & E Editor
"Deejaying is one thing I can
do well," said Bill Perrin, '90.
"I can read the mood of a crowd
very well, and I don't play the
same type of music most deejays
play."
Indeed, if one has attended a
party at Connecticut College
deejayed by Perrin, the music is
different from the usual mixof
Top 40 and disco. "My music,"
Perrin explained," is geared
more towards New Wave and
European type of dance music.
It is more of a specific genre of
music." He added, "I don't get
into Madonna and stay away
from Top 40's." .
Perrin deejayed for the party
in Conn. Cave during
Homecoming weekend as well
as this year's Halloween Party.
Bill Perrin, '90
In addition, Perrin has aided
some of the K.B. Thursday night
kegs with his musical expertise.
Perrin's deejaying skills
evolved quite by accident during
his freshman year at Conn. He
explained, "Last year my room-
mates and I had this gigantic
stereo system in Branford.
Eventually I ended up sitting in
front of the stereo and deejaying
for private parties in Branford."
The music that Perrin utilizes
during parties is a curious mix of
music that is for the most part
unheard of by Conn. students.
"The Smiths," "The Cure,"
and "Men Without Hats" ex-
emplify such a point where, ac-
cording to Perrin, "people
dance to it but don't know what
it is. "
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\i.ke "The Cou."" He further add,
ed that his show "will not be
dance stuff--I get sick of it!" In
addition, his show would boast
"weird stuff like 'Zot,' 'Pro-
paganda,' and 'Vitamin Z."·
Perusing his tape collection, one
sees clearly that Perrin's vast ar-
ray of tapes could easily afford
endless hours of listening
pleasure either through radio or
deejaying activities.
As for the future, Perrin mus-
ed, "If] ever get enough ex-
posure, I could see myself for a
little while deejaying profes-
sionally. But it will probably re-
main just a hobby." Hobby or
not, Perrin's musical activities
will definitely continue to playa
role in campus life.
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t~Committee formed for Lovejoy memorial
~
~
<3
by Liz Micha1<ki
'Ibe CoDex< V....
~ In order to dedicate a
memorial to the deaths of the
parents and grandmother of an
'87 Connecticut College alum-
nus, an S.G.A. ad hoc commit-
tee was formed last month.
The parents and grandmother
of Ted Lovejoy, Class of 1987,
were killed over this October
break in a driving accident. Ted
Lovejoy was not in the cer.
The Lovejoys' car was hit by a
drunk driver who was returning
from his bachelor party and who
was to have been married two
days after the accident occurred.
The drunk driver was also killed
in the head-on collision.
Melissa Kaminsky. president
of the class of '90, and Sandy
Pfaff, '88, have formed the ad
hoc S.G.A. committee planniog
the dedication of a memorial in
the Lovejoys ' memory.
"We're interested in doing
something symbolic. Since Ted
was a zoology and economics
major. we're toying with the
idea of planting a tree," Pfaff
said. She added that she knew
Lovejoy "well enough to want
to do something," and brought
up the accident to S.G. A.
Pfaff and Kaminsky plan to
contact Brian Rosenberg, the
president of the class of 1987, to
see if he will send out letters to
his class to generate support.
Kaminsky attempted to con-
tact Lovejoy's high school for
funds, but since the Lovejoys
were actively involved there, the
school has already established a
tennis memorial award.
"Basically, any fundraising
will have to be done through our
campus," Kaminsky said.
"We're hoping that students,
and possibly parents, will res-
pond. Since Ted was a tennis
player, we're also thinking
about something like a stone
bench and tree down by the ten-
nis courts," she said.
"It really was a terrible
tragedy," said Father Larry La-
Pointe, who was consulted by
Pfaff and Kaminsky. laPointe is
hoping for a positive response
from the fund raising effort, so
that the Lovejoys "know we're
thinking of them."
John Nesbett: Conn. 's newest performer
continued from page 6
to it because of that. It's actually
kind of interesting because if 1
play the songs I've written in
chronological order, you can
really see them developing."
Nesbett has set standards for
the music that he writes and per-
forms which contribute to the
musical and lyrical style which
he has created for himself. "A
lot of my songs are about the
water and summer. There
definitely are more songs about
that than any other thing." He
avoids writing and performing
\ove songs "because it's so over
done and it's so easy to do. It's
so hard not to have just another
cliche love song."
The concrete images which
his songs create are
characteristic of the lyrical style
which Nesbett has created. He
said that the concrete nature of
his songs is hard to explain, but
"instead of saying 'eating
cereal,' I'll say 'eating
Wheaties.' 1 use brand names.
I've always liked that." The
lyrics are the aspect of his songs
of which he is most proud. "I
think in my songs that one of the
strongest qualities is the lyrics."
The song which he wrote upon
graduation from high school,
Handshake Or Maybe A Kiss. is
the one which he considers the
most lyrically meritorious. "It
was a song that was really easy
to write because there was a lot
of emotion when I was writing
it. ..poetically it's the ooe I'm
most proud of." The lyrics of
this song exemplify the style
which Nesbett has created for
himself in verses such as "We
could show you our true brains /
If the caffeine works and the
pens don't drain, I The NoDoz
hits and the ribbon doesn't
strain, I And we make to our
morning coffee sane ."
The Complex is a song in
which Nesbett explores the sup-
pression of the individual by
society. "People just feel like
the only way to go is with the
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norm, go with the mainstream."
There is a difference, Nesbett
said, between being radical and
being an individual. This song in
particular is about people's lack
of willingness to express their
feelings. "Maybe there is no
ideal place where everybody
does really let their feelings go,
but I find that a lot of people
really feel restricted."
In this song, Nesbett wrote,
"This whole complex has turned
into such a mess. I There's
floors of concrete to tear apart
my summer feet. I But all my
friends are here I And 1wish that
we could disappear I To
someplace where we don't fear
ourselves. I Someplace where
we see the sky and just how far
we can fly. I Someplace where
we try sentimental lullabies."
While considering this idea,
Nesbett commented. "I never
really thought about it, but man,
it's true. That song wraps up my
whole philosophy on a lot of
things I've been writing about. "
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Director of Campus Saf~ty.Charles Richards
Intruder enters Marshall
cominu61 from page J
Block said, "I think that the
problem is that everyone props
the plex front doors open."
Dennis Slade, '91, said, "If
your possessions get stolen
because your door is unlocked,
then you haven't fulfilled your
responsibility." He added,
"There is only so much Campus
Safety can do." Jeff Bent, '90,
one of the students who chased
the intruder, said, "I think Cam-
pus Safety does enough already.
Idon't want to feel like I am liv-
ing in a police state. "
Froidure, though, said that
she does not feel safe on cam-
pus. "Anyone can walk in or out
all the time." Frcidure, an art
major who spends a lot of time
in Cummings Art Center at the
far end of South Campus, said,
"I have been bothered while
working late in the studio twice
this year. I am from New York
City and I know how to react.
Others may not know how to
deal with weirdos."
Richards said that it is up to
the students to prevent intrusions
from occurring. "This case was
handled very well. The students
called us quickly and we were
able to secure the campus," he
said. Richards added that
sometimes students wait several
hours to call Campus Safety
after incidents occur. Richards
also said that leaving both out-
side and room doors unlocked
.was a major problem not only in
the plex but all. over campus.
"Locking doors is a very impor-
tant aspect of keeping the cam-
pus safe. If doors are left
unlocked it is an open invitation
for people to come into the
dorms. If they find that they
can't get in, they'll stop
coming," he said.
{The intruder was caught
Wednesday evening in Morrison
Dormitory. See next edition for
full story.]
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Athletes suffer from
poor housing over break
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Automatic car wa$h only
8:00 am - 6:00 pm .
RAPID CAR WASH
442 Colman St.. New London 442-1283
Organizers take first step towards a union
conunued from page I
Cotugno said that the union's
top priorities will be "to im-
prove job security. wages and
benefits, working conditions and
job respect." Ploof said that
"the number one problem for
the workers isn't money. it's
lack of job respect. "
Responding to the formation
of the worker's grievance com-
mittee, Ploof said that "that
committee is a waste of time ."
Ploof said that he thought the
real problem between the ad-
ministration and workers was
the administration' s introduction
of the Facilities Resources
Management Company
(F.R.M.J, last year, to help
manage the College's physical
plant. "I'm just sorry [the ad- I
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ministration] had to bring in that Martz, the local representative'
third part, F.R.M.," he said. of the Connecticut State Federa-
Ames, however, does not see tion of Teachers, currently
F.R.M. as the root of the pro- working with the union
blem. Ames said, "I'm happy organizers at Conn.. is to
with F.R.M.," and that, "the become recognized by the Col-
solution isn't to let F.R.M. go." lege. He said, "If the ad-
According to Ames, there is ministration is sincere in wan-
nothing inherently wrong with ting the best for the workers at
having F.R.M. assist in the the College, then they will allow
management of the physical the union to be recognized."
plant, but he does see a great If the College chooses not to
need to open up communication voluntarily recognize the union,
between that management and the organizers can take their
the blue collar workers under case back to the F.L.R.B. If
them. He said, "If there has formed, a union at Conn. would
been, under F.R.M .• less than consist only of elected represen-
optimum communication in the tatives of workers from the Col-
past, then that can be corrected, lege.
and we are making progress." Martz said that a union could
The next step in the unioniza- be set up as soon as February or
tion process, according to ;Sa~m~-rM=a=rc=h=0=f=I=9=88=.=====::::j
Write for The Voice.
"Shiff Meetings T,u~sdaysat 6:30 p.m. Cro 212.
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If you haven't tried a tanning
bed before-
Come in to talk to our friendly staff and
-_-Try It!---
Lighthouse Square
441 Lon~HiU Rd. E.
Groton, Ct~m~~~..COUPON ~~~ ..~..~..~.~..~.
445·5200
expires 12131f87
Valladares
continued from pag~peaks
Valladares 'Wall one of three
federal mediators in the recent
Cuban prisoner uprising in
Atlanta. The takeover of two
prisons occurred in response to
u.s. plans to deport approx-
imately 2,500 prisoners back to
Cuba, sent by Castro to the
United States in 1980 through
the Mariel Boatlift.
When asked what he envision-
ed for the future of Cuba.
Valladares said, "\ see tht:)
future of Cuba as a future of
liberty. The vocation of liberty.
is something that at this time is
~n obsession for each country. "
Future Unity
locacion discussed
COlll;lI11e(jfrom page I
"Also the physical appearance
of the building itself is
unwelcoming. It's almost
unlivable the way the bathrooms
are upstairs. The upkeep of the
building has been very poor in
the last couple of years.
Although Unity has often been
seen as a haven away from the
everyday pressures and burdens
of campus living. most students
at the caucus felt that a separate
structure on campus is needed to
efficiently administrate the
cultural center's programs and
social activities.
"I would love to see Unity on
campus," said Charles Chun,
'90 ... A lot more students would
take better advantage of Unit)-
and understand that it is a
cultural center and not just a
place for minority students. Just
the fact that it's across the street,
that there's a hill to climb up
and down, ".makes a difference.
"The administration may
have made a verbal commit-
ment to diversifying the campus.
but they have yet to put their
money where their mouth is. We
the students are having to do too
much of the leg and technical
work, which should be the
responsibility of the Colkge.
considering all their contacts.·'
added Erik Rosado, '88, former
president of La Unidad.
Once a final decision is reach-
ed by the students on where Uni-
ty should be located, it will be
up to the College administration
to decide the future of the
Minority Cultural Center.
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The Conne.cticut College Tat! Kwon Do Club· competed in a rank test this past weekend in the Cro gym. Members of tne CONN club
were trying to earn while, yel/ow,.or green belts. See next issue of The College Voice for details on the Tae Kwon Do Club.
Men's Squash Team won't take losing lightly
. ('90) agrees. close, and a few points made the Nichols expects good things
"We should've beaten them," difference between the win and from the squad in its rookie
Forbes said. "Some of the mat- the loss for the Camels. season.
ches could've gone either way. "Our top four players who "There's no doubt in
The only problem that we had won have played a great deal of anybody's mind that we're a
was our inexperience.' organized,competitivesquash," good team," Nichols said,
CONN's top four seeds all Nichols-said. "A lot of the other "especially when you consider
had their way with their op- players are much more inex- that it's our first year."
ponents from Wesleyan. perienced, but they still played Forbes shares Nichols con-
Top-seeded Nick Stark ('88), well in their matches." fidence about the team.
second seed Forbes, and number Forbes points out that the "I think we're going to have a
three seed Nichols all earned Camels were playing without really solid team," Forbes said.
decisive 3-0 wins in their best- three of their stronger players "We showed against Wesleyan
of-five matches. Number four against Wesleyan, as the team that we can play and that we
seed Paul Harris ('91) was also a decided to bring some of the have depth."
winner for the Camels, taking younger, less experienced CONN's next match isn't until
his match 3-2. players to the first match. January 30 against Yale j.v., a
CONN, however, was winless "We play Wesleyan again in match both captains agree will
in its fifth through ninth spots, February, and we're going to be the Camels toughest of the
though most of the matches were kill them then." Forbes said. season.
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
Sure they're a first-year varsi-
ty team, but that doesn't mean
that the Connecticut College
Men's Squash Team will take
losing lightly, and perhaps this
attitude is the reason why the
squad was so disappointed after
dropping its first match of the
season this past Saturday to
Wesleyan 4-5.
"Going into the match, we
though we had a very good
chance to beat them, " co-
captain Jon Nichols ('89) said.
"We were a little disappointed
that we lost."
Co-eaptain Charlie Forbes
PIZZA PALACE
fPIZZA
SEA FOOD
GRINDERS
SPAGHml
LARGE SELECTION OF PIZZA & GRINDERS
IUY 4 PIlZAS - GET' FREE --~y
CAll 445-1111 OPEN r DAYS
928PoquonnockRd.,Groton,Conn.
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Adefense
against cancer
an be cooked u
inyour kitchen.
There is evidence that
. diet and cancer are related.
Follow these modifications in
your daily diet 10 reduce
chances of gelling cancer,
1. Eat more high-fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-grain cereals.
2. Include dark green and
deep yellow fruits and vegeta-
bles rich in vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4, Be moderate in consump- .
tion of salt-cured, smoked, and:
nitrite-cured foods.
5. Cut down on total fat in-
take from animal sources and
fats and oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consump-
tion of alcoholic beverages.I No one faces cancer alone.
l'AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY·
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Salad Bar
Open 7 days a week
7 am - 10 pm
Reasonable Prices
Widest Variety of Food in Area
566 Colman St., New London
442-7146
This is a public service message
from The College Voice.
AXELROD Discount Tire
10% Discount with this ad on tires!
Distributor of Michelin, Pirelli, General, Firestone, Goodyear,
Englebert, Kleber, Stratton, TriSun, Sonic
10% Discount on all auto service including:
-brakes -shocks -oil change -front end work -tune-ups -winterizing -batterles
• Free alignment • Free Rotations • Free Flat Repair
~........... (with a purchase 01 any lour tires) ..................-----Id.
N~w London Mall
North Frontage ROad, New London 444-7944
Mon.-Fri. 8AM-5:30PM' Sat. 8AM to 3PM (expires 1-31-88)
SPORTS-
Season's Greetings from
the staff of The College
__________________------------c--- Voice Publishing Group
Catch all the Sports action in.;:.....:.Th=e~V;..:..o::.:'=·c~e.:...._.J=======:::::=:::::::3,
Swimmers sweep Salem State
breaststorke (34.63 seconds) and meet.
in the 100 yard individual Co-captain Paul Dunder ('89)
medley (I: 10.09). placed first in the 100 yard but-
Freshman Brenda Baker and terfly (I :00.46), while teammate
Anne Traer played important Tiggy Howard (' 88) was the
roles in. the Camels victory. winner in the 100 yard
Baker won the 50 yard breaststroke (1:14.72).
backstroke and the 50 yard but- Mike Mahoney ('91) captured
terfly, while Traer won the 100 ,first plar,c in the l()() yard
yard backstroke. freestyle ""ith a time of2:01.04.
Larrabee was pleased with his -, "Mike .swam a fine Jrace;"
team's performance against Larrabee said. '.'and he has the
Salem State and Amherst, . potential to improve a great deal
although he believes that in- over the season.'
dividual times will improve with The 200 yard freestyle relay
every meet. .~team of lain Anderson ('90),
Four of CONN's women Phil Mudge ('89), Howard, and
,swimmers have·· already TMahoney broke the ~ONN club
qualified for the New record, establishing a new
England's--Leniart, Van Order, record of 1:41, and earning a
Baker, and Traer--an ac-. first place finish.
complishment which Larrabee is "This meet was a good way to
very proud of. start the season," Larrabee said.
* * * "The men did better than they
The men's team defeated expected, and they have really
Salem State by a score of 57-34 come a long way from last
in CONN's first ever varsity year."
by Jean Whalen
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's and Women's Swim
Teams each scored a victory
against Salem State this past Fri-
day night.
The women won easily with a
score of 69-44, bringing their
record to 2-0 after last
Tuesday's victory over
Amherst, 80-42.
Co-captain Sheila Leniart
('89) led the way for the
Camels, taking first place in the
100 (58.48 seconds) and 200
(2:07) freestyle, and swimming
on two winning relay teams.
"Sheila really led the team on
Friday," Coach Cliff Larrabee
said. "She swam well and will
make a great deal of improve-
ment over the season. "
Louise Van Order ('90) also
put in a solid performance, plac-
ing first overall in the 50 yard
To the College Community:
Refreshments will no longer be permitted at meetings held in
the library's George Haines Room, John Meyer Room or the
Marjorie Dilley Room.
HIRING!
Government jobs- your area. Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test. $15,000 - $68,000. Call (602)
638-8885. Ext. 5754.
Women's Hoops
Evens record at 1-1
. '"on the boards, grabbing II and ~
10 rebounds respectively. 'J
Playing without three of then ~
starters against Nichols turned
out to be "a blessing in
disguise," for the CONN team.
according to Lessig. The
Camels bench was left with the
challenge of picking up the
slack, and they proved suc-
cessful at this task.
"Up until the second half of
the game, nothing seemed 10
flow; there was no chemistry,"
Merk said. "After halftime, we
came together as a unit."
Lessig got more than he ex-
pected from his bench, led by
strong performances by
freshman. Laurie Clark and
juniors Betsey MacDonald and
Jen Fulcher. Fulcher led the
Camels with 21 points, and held
Nichols leading scorer to only
10 points.
McKiernan and Merk con-
tributed to the win, exercising
effective leadership roles.
"The players off the bench,
especially the freshmen, gained
valuable playing experience that
not only will help when the
starters return, but it also
boosted the confidence of the
team as a whole," Lessig said.
Lessig also pointed out that a
drastical1y improved foul
shooting performance, 70 per-
cent (87 percent in the second
half), helped pave the road to
what Lessig called "a solid
win. "
CONN hosts Westfield State
this Thursday at 7:00 p.m. at the
athletic center.
by Gillian Mc(;{)ey
The College Voice
After suffering an opening
game loss to Wheaton College
64-58 on November 23, the
Connecticut College Women's
Basketball Team came back with
a bang last Tuesday and handed
Nichols College a 69-59 loss.
The win evens the Camels
record at 1·1.
The Nichols victory was bit-
tersweet for CONN because of
the loss of their third starter this
season, freshman point guard
Lynn Elliot, who injured her
ankle the day before the Nichols
contest.
Playing without two starters,
sophomore center Pam Mitchell,
out with an ankle injury, and
junior forward Kathy Matthews,
out with a kneecap injury. made
it difficult for the Camels to
meet the challenge of Wheaton.
"The injuries to Pam and
Kathy affected us tremendously
in our loss to Wheaton," Coach
Bill Lessig said. "We should
have been able to attack from the
inside, but without Pam and
Kathy, it was extremely dif-
ficult. ".
Lessig alsocited a poor foul
shooting performance (57 per-
cent) as a contributing factor in
the loss.
There were a few bright spots,
however, in the Wheaton game.
. Freshman guard A.J. DeRoo
proved she is a scoring threat,
by racking up a team-high 25
points. Co-captains Beth
McKiernan ('88) and Wendy
Merk ('89) did an excelle~t job
The following is a response to
the "Camel CONNtemplarions ..
column which appeared in the
November 24, 1987 issue of the
Voice. The question posed in the
column was: Should athletes
receive academic credit for par-
ticipating on a team?
Rigal Jean Baptiste ('90)
Feedback
Camel
CONNtemplations
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
Full menu, fut friendly urvlce
Right to your door.
467 Williams St.
Call 443-1933 Telephone
448-1036
445-1416
FREE DELIVERY
965 Poquonnock Rd.
Groton Shoppers Mart
Groton, Conn. 06340
Mon. 9-6, Tues.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 8-5
CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE
We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wines & Liquors c Daily Numbers
469 William Street (Just Down the Hill) 44~371
I think that students, par-
ticularly athletes, should receive
academic credit for participating
on a team. These athletes spend
so much time and energy on
practicing, concentrating, and
trying to be the best, that they
• barely find enough time to do
their school work. No matter
what, their grades are affected.
but if they are getting the credit.
which I think they deserve, they
will be motivated to do their best
academically speaking, and by
doing so, keep aloft the com-
petitive spirit of the College.
447-0400
Club & Deli sandwiches
OPEN MON-SAT 1 1 AM - 1 AM
SUNDAY 4:00 PM . 12:00 MIDNIGHT
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SPORTS
Already four games into the
season, the Connecticut College
Men's Basketball Team has sent
a message out to future op-
ponents.
"The way we're playing right
now, we're going to win a lot of
games," tr i-captain Scott
Sawyer ('88) said.
Despite the Camels 2-2
record, the brand of basketball
being played at CONN is
nothing but exciting, inspired
play. After losing the opener to
Middlebury 79-70, CONN
roared back home to oveI]XJwer
Nichols 87-69.
Sawyer led the Camels against
Nichols with a quiet 25 points,
while pulling down seven re-
bounds. Derric Small ('90) con-
tributed 18 peints off the bench,
while junior power forward Ed
Hoffman muscled his way to 12
points and 10 rebounds.
Coach Martin Schoepfer's
vaunted bench also aided in the
effort with Sasha Lazor ('88)
scoring seven points and pulling
down five boards.
"We are just so deep that it
doesn't matter who I have on the
floor. " Schoepfer said. "Lazor
and Hoffman are inter-
changeable at the forward slot in
my eyes."
Utilizing at least 10 players
during anyone game, Schoepfer
certainly isn't being facetious.
CONN's starters were ably
assisted by the CONN bench in
the opening game of the Whal-
ing City Ford Tournament this
past weekend.
Facing the tough Bisons of
Nichols for the second time in
three days, Schoepfer saw his
Camels trailing at the half
38-37, despite center Dave
Blair's ('89) three point play
with one second left.
"Nichols always gives us a
tough game," Schoepfer said.
"It's never a cake walk with
those guys."
CONN came out in the second
half blowing Nichols out of the
gym by shooting 62 perceot
from the floor.
Sawyer once again paced
CONN with 18 points. Blair had
a superb performance scoring 17
points, pulling down nine re-
Men's Basketball: Ed Hoffman '89 goes up or two.
bounds, and blocking two shots. the hoop."
"Dave's [Blair] opportunities Six minutes into the second
opened up a bit more in this half, the Camels fell behind
game than it did the first time we Elmira's bigger team, 48-43.
met Nichols," Schoepfer said. Enter Small and Lombardo and
••And he took advantage of the CONN Iastbreak, and the
them." Camels fought back to come
Junior forward Kevin within two with just 14 seconds
Bellavance ('89) kept Nichols left in the game. As the clock ran
backed into the corner by adding down, Small drove to the hoop
13 peints coming off the bench. and pulled up for an eight-foot
Both Bill Brewer ('89) and Mar- jumper.
ty Joyce ('88) gave quality per- "It rattled and rattled, but it
formances by pulling down key just wouldn't drop for me,"
rebounds. Small said.
CONN fell short 65-63.
Sawyer led the Camels again
with 15 points, and all-tourney
guard Lombardo chipped in 13.
Lazor came off the bench in im-
pressive style to tally six points
and six rebounds.
"You can't ask for anything
more than to have an opportuni-
ty to win," Schoepfer said.
"We had the shot, but it didn't
fall for us."
As the season progresses, it
looks like the ball will be bounc-
ing CONN's way more often
than not.
Advancing into the tourney
finals against an intimidating
Elmira Colege, CONN would
rise to the occasion, but fall
short at the end.
CONN and Elmira battled
back and forth throughout the
first half. Behind Small and-
junior guard Frank Lombardo
('89), the Camels fastbreaked to
a 39-34 lead.
"We were the quicker team,"
Schoepfer said. "In the second
half, however, Elmira negated
our break by putting the ball in
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
After last year's controversial cancellation of the Connecticut Col-
lege Women's Gymnastic Team as a varsity sport, the CONN team
will in fact be competing this season as a club/varsity team.
The gymnasts will have a six-meet season, and have been training
under the direction of Coach BOB GILLETTE. The team will open
its season Monday at the Coast Guard. See next issue of the Voice
for complete gymnastics team coverage.
* * *
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: MIKE MOCCIA ('89) led the
men's hockey team to a "3-0-1 record in their first week of the
season.
Moccia scored four goals and added seven assists in the Camels
first four games, and with a goal in CONN's win over St. Michael's,
he became only the fourth Camel player to reach 100 career points.
Moccia also tied a school record with five assists against Fitchburg
State.
"Mike is the key to our power play," Assistant Coach FRAN
SHIELDS said. "He has been the quarterback; his excellent puck
handling skills and ability to see the whole ice surface results in
many goals for us."
Late Scores
Men's Hockey: McCabe Tourney
Trinity 4 - CONN 3
CONN 7 - Wesleyan 4 (consolation game)
Women's Basketball
Tu ts 77 - CONN 70
Women's Squash
Wins season opener
five games and we won all
four," Yeary said. "That in-
dicates that we have some
fighters ."
Yeary is optimistic about the
team's future, but realizes that
CONN "is considered the
underdogs in most of our mat-
ches."
Pfaff looks on this match as a
confidence builder.
"Winning was good for us,"
Pfaff said. "Now we know we
can do well."
The Camels have gone from
not existing to winning their first
match in less than two months,
which reflects the progress the
team has made.
"I'm basically elated and im-
pressed with the way the team
has progressed in a short time,"
Yeary said.
CONN will open second
semester play with a home
match on January 30 against
Amherst.
by Beth McKiernan
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Women's Squash Team won
seven of nine matches against
Wesleyan this past Saturday to
give CONN a victory in its first
varsity match.
Top seeded Betsy Rider (' 88)
and fifth ranked Sandy Pfaff
('88) both swept their opponents
three games to none. Sixth rank-
ed Lisa Lockwood ('88) won her
match 3-1.
CONN's other four victories
were picked up by third ranked
Rachel Sachs ('90), fourth rank-
ed Lynne Tapper ('88). seventh
ranked Hilary Coolidge ('88),
and ninth ranked Jenny Krane
('88) in tight 3-2 matches.
Coach Shery I Yeary was
especially pleased with the fact
that her squad won these close
matches.
"Four of the matches went to
ment was outstanding, but they
didn't quite have the finishers
that We do. 'f
Last Tuesday, CONN hosted
Fitchburg in what Roberts called
_"the toughest game of the year
. thus far." Both teams played
well thnugh CONN had trouble
dealing with Fitchburg's bigger
size.
"Because of their size we had
trouble keeping them 'off the.
pests," Robert said. "They had'
a lot of deflections."
Despite the tie:, Roberts was
pleased witl). the Camels play;
"r reafly feel good about the
way· ~e have puJled.logether," ~
Roberts said. ::. •
The Camels hostthe lJnlvers; •.;
ty of Connecticut on \Y~nesdaY.:
at 7:45 at Dayton Arena. .
%.f" _K ._-':)'
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Men's Hockey Team jumps out toa quick 3-0-1 start
by Julius Ciembroniewkz
and Rkh Komarow
The College Voice
The Connecticut College t
Men's Hockey Team is off to a <5l
quick start, racking up three ~
~Slrahbightwins before tying Fit- ]
c urg State last Tuesday. _
~The Camels first game of the
Season featured rough physical j
play, with CONN edging <3
Williams 3-2. ' i!
Coach Doug Roberts was
pleased with the performance of
goalie Lou Schwing ('89), who
in Roberts' words, "played a
heck of a game."
The game also featured a
bench-clearing brawl at the end
of the cootest.
"It was a real physical
game," Roberts said. "The of-
ficials didn't tighten it lIP, and at
Mt!1'r'$lee &ckey
the end [of the game], it just ell'
ploded. "
The team traveled to Vermont
QnNovember28~9.whe~theY
smothered St. Michael'» 10-4, It
,,,:is llOl until the third period,
however, that, the Camels broke
the game wKJeOpen.
"They [St. Michael's] were a
scrappy team, but we jumped-
out [a an early M
Roberts said,
Entering the third period,
CONN led 5--4.
"It 'looked like they I$t.
Mkhael's] .would force '.. [in
the third period], but we jumped
out atid scored .five goals,"
Roberts said.
- The following day, CONN
defeated a toug~ Middlebury
squad 5--4. 'Middlebury's l'P'ger
• riqkjed to a different stylI'; of
play than the prevjou.seyenin~,
as the Midlebury game featured
more wide-open play:
~''nIey Came afll~ fast but we
scored a quick .goal," Roberts'
said. ','We \rung in there.
"'nIeir [M.i\ld~bury] move-
